
 

 

Session 1: Handling and body position  
 

Proper Catching Form 
 Range: chest to head 
 emphasize W or diamond depending on comfort/hand size 
 elbows over knees and in front of chest  
 Hands on top of the ball, arms bent but not brought in, body shape forward. 
 eliminate wrists bent back 
Range: torso down 
 pinkies almost together/ railroad tracks 
 bring it into chest 
 body bent over the ball  
 keep moving after you collect  
 no knee bent, no knees to the ground 
Range: head up  
 catching out in front 
 hands over the ball, wrists curled over the ball  
Body positioning 
 leaning forward 
 elbows in front knees  
 eliminate arms out to the side  
 body square to the field 
 keep the feet moving  
 keep low 

  
Drills: volleys back and forth, seated catches, rolling between each other, cone drills, 
getting across the goal with speed. 

  
Session 2: Positioning and angle play 
 
Emphasis: cutting angles, being able to cover the front post, slotted balls across the box 
  

Cutting angles:  
 correct distance off their line  
 in front of the post 
 outside shoulder lined up with back post  
 come out or stay home decisions 
Front post coverage:  
 being set in front of the post 
 forcing the shot 
 readiness for low vs high shots  
Balls across the box:  
 explosive movement into the ball’s path 
 don’t expose the front post 

  
Drills: front post drills, multi-shot from various angles, slotted balls from various 
distances.  
  



 

 

Session 3: collapse dives  
  

Proper form 
 emphasize footwork getting to the ball 
 one hand on top, one hand behind 
 body shape forward, on their toes 
 last step should be to the ball 
 shoot the hands through the ball 
 pin the ball to the ground, ball before body 

  
Drills: collapse dive progression, high, low, high, low collapse dives, footwork drills getting 
across the goalmouth, collapse dives from the flanks, front post drills 

  
Session 4: Distribution from hand 
  
Types: sling throw, side arm, bowling  
  

Sling throw technique: 
 step into it 
 aim with the opposite arm and foot 
 come over the top 
 release high 
 follow the throw 
Side arm technique: 
 lunge step 
 ball on the hand like a plate 
 release low  
 wrist flick to eliminate spin  
Bowling technique: 
 lunge step 
 release low (fingertips to the ground) 
 no bounce 

 
Drills: throwing lines, collect and quick release drills, different distance drills. 

  
Session 5: Communication  
 
Emphasis: Presence, confident, simplicity 
  

Simple statements: Home, Man on, turn, time, keeper, away, clear. 
 Be talking constantly  
 Be Precise  
 Make calls early 

 
Drills: Crossing drills, footwork drills, one/two touch clearing drills, blindfold drills 
  
 
 



 

 

Session 6: Distro from feet  
Emphasis: clean touches, 1/2 touch passing and clearing, bringing the ball out of the air 
  

Clean touches: 
 touches in front so they can either pass or clear 
 not caught under the body 
1/2 passing and clearing: 
 use both feet 
 passes are well weighted 
 clearances are high and wide 
Bringing the ball out of the air 
 no more than 3 touches before it’s off the foot 
 able to use both legs and feet 

 
Drills: cone work, touches, pass back drills  

  
Session 7: Distribution from foot II 
Types: Drop kick, side volley, goal kicks, pings  
  

Drop kick technique: 
 step into it 
 hips square to target 
 either drop from both hands, or swing technique 
 hit the ball as it rises  
 hit with laces and a tight ankle  
 follow through towards target 
Side volley technique: 
 start sideways 
 step and point plant foot towards target  
 small tossed ball from opposite hand  
 get hips as close to 90 degrees as possible 
 hit ball as it falls just below its center  
 slight backspin 
 if anything you want height, no dropping balls 
Goal kick technique: 
 figure out a comfortable run up 
 longer last step on the run up 
 hips square to the target 
 last step lands right next to the balls  
 follow through towards the target 
Pings: 
 ball starts in hand  
 roll 2-3 yards in front 
 comfortable 2-3 step run up 
 similar to goal kick  
 lessen power, stop at half kick 
 driven low ball a few feet off the ground to the outsides 



 

 

  
Session 8: Cross management 
Emphasis: Reading the play, proper footwork, communication, proper catching technique 
  

Reading the Play:  
 In Swinger vs out swinger, left vs right foot kicker 
Footwork:  
 Front post ball- explosive first step towards the ball, meet the ball in front of the post. 
 Mid-goal ball- driven- first step directly into the flight of the ball 
 Floated- J step, get your body behind the ball, meet it at the highest point possible 
 Back post ball- drop step into the flight of the ball, square body up the field, jump off the 

back foot to collect.  
Communication:  
 Early, confident decisions.  
 Make the call before you step off your line. 
Calls: 
 Keeper, Away, Over. 
Proper technique: 
 jumping off the correct leg 
 protecting yourself with the other leg 
 collect the ball in front not falling back 
 keep the ball up, don’t bring it down in traffic 
 keep moving after collecting the ball 

 
Drills: crosses from different angles, crosses in traffic, driven vs lofted crosses, lots of reps 

  
Session 9: Extension dives 
Emphasis: Proper technique, leaving the ground, explosiveness  
  

Technique:  
 get your body as close to the ball as possible before leaving the ground 
 last step should kept under your body 
 knee over toes  
 power up using your legs and arms  
 Try to catch but any touch can put the ball off frame.  

 
Drills: Explode from one knee to a standing position, explode horizontally from one knee for 
a save, collapse dive recover to an extension, extension dive half circle, getting across goal 
to extension dive drills, resistance explosive drills, dives over other keepers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Session 10: low dives  
Emphasis: keeping the body low, getting across the goal, shooting hands to the ball 
  

Technique: 
 Keep body low as you watch the ball come in 
 last step should be just forward but under the body  
 shoot your hands low towards the ball 
 footwork should be a crossover step or shuffle across 

  
Drills: front post drills, first save to getting across the goal drills,  

  
Session 11: Back to bar  
Emphasis: drop step, correct hand, stiff fingers 
  

Drop step:  
 turn opposite direction of hand used 
 keep eyes on the ball all the way onto fingertips 
Correct Hand:  
 do not use back hand unless scooping from behind you 
 top hand extends further  
Stiff fingers 
 more control with fingers than a fist 
 more surface area 

 
Drills: come out and back drills, rebound to recovery tips, recovery straight up tips. 

 
Session 12: Set pieces 
Emphasis: organization, communication, positioning  
  

Organization:  
 Taking control of the defense 
 making sure players are marked (goal side and tight) 
 wall set up 
Communication: 
 Keeper or away calls 
 keeping everyone organized 
 number and positioning of the wall 
Positioning: 
 lefty or righty on the ball 
 trusting the wall 
 ball visibility 

 
Drills: Practicing set pieces 

  
 
 
 



 

 

Session 13: Breakaways 
Emphasis: decision making, stalking, setting, forcing a direction 
  

Decision making:  
 collect, 50/50, or 1v1 
Stalking:  
 body low 
 hand to the ground  
 size 4 legs 
Setting: 
 getting set before the ball is struck 
 react to the ball 
Forcing a direction:  
 be in control of the situation 
 force towards the front post  
 cover the back post by cutting down the angle 

 
Drills: low, set reactions, situational drills, 50/50 drills, 1v1 drills 

  
Session 14: Recovery and second saves 
Emphasis: speed, Spanish style vs regular, finding the ball 
  

Speed: 
 quickness getting up and getting to a second save 
 controlled body movements once they get to their feet 
 Spanish style vs regular 
 whipping the body around 
 using a hand to recover  
 kick turns when getting up 
Finding the ball: 
 being able to find a second ball after the first one has been saved and they’re on the 

ground 
 

Drills: second save drills, start on the ground drills, no visibility drills 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Session 15: Deep Service/ through balls 
Emphasis: judging distance or weight, meeting it at its highest point, clearing vs collecting. 
  

Judging distance: 
 extend range 
 make sure you can get their before an opponent 
 make sure you can hold or clear well 
Meet it at its highest point: 
 make sure your reach is higher than the opponent's head 
 announce your coming out 
 keep the ball up once collected 
Clearing: 
 high and wide  
 make a call coming off your line 
 Add more advanced drills and activities and repeat topics as goalkeepers develop 

 


